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So, uh, I started script writing on a POSIX script, and this
sentence just reached paper: 

"To sum up Stratus VOS in a sentence, well, it's the operating
system equivalent of Basque."

Other things I've written tonight: 

[Use EU4 map here] 

"Existing experience really doesn’t count for much when every basic assumption is wrong." 

"Just take this comment on the topic from the OpenSSL project if you don’t believe me."

For those who want to know the comment,

Catherine
@whitequark · Follow

remember how openssl used to support big-endian 
amd64? opensslrampage.org/post/830317337…

5:45 PM · Aug 21, 2020

222 Reply Copy link

Read 11 replies

I'm also debating if "POSIXLY Correct" or "#define POSIX" is a better subtitle heading :)
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Well, I just cracked two pages of script. Current highlights 

"It’s somewhat difficult to show a lack of something, but for this adventure of vaporware, I

have found it easiest to start at the beginning ..."

Cursed README file discussion the POSIX bits. I *probably* should track down a copy of

the Resource Kit book which probably has all the documentation. I have the 95 one in dead

tree form, but not any of NT ones ...

Decided to take a look, the IA has the original Resource Kit book for available for borrowing,

and I got to tell you, this thing is cursed (I'm talking about it in the supporter lounge on

Discord)

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FgSJDxiWQAAs3g2.png
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This actually does document the original STREAMS TCP/IP stack, which was not integrated

into Winsock in this era. 

Interesting they supported routing on that, which wouldn't reappear until 2000 I think?

Also an entire section of talking about Ingres, but I'm getting distracted ...
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For its own video ...

The POSIX section is about 20 pages, slightly longer than the OS/2. I'm going to read the

OS/2 one as well, cause there might be useful insights to be had.
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Cursed command: FORCEDOS. 

Forces a OS/2 and DOS family mode binary to run under NTVDM's DOS box instead of the

OS/2 subsystem

The OS/2 text mode support is very complete, and this is very well documented. Interesting

that LANMAN support is explicitly stated as supported. 

That's probably intended to ease migration off OS/2 Server.
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More about LAN Manager support in the OS/2 subsystem. Full remote IPC; you could

probably run the 16-bit OS/2 server apps under this, including old MS Mail.

OS/2 based BBS but its secretly Windows NT :)

Getting to the POSIX part of the book ...
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This is what Microsoft says is supported, there was apparently an official NIST test suite for

this. I very much doubt that's survived, but the POSIX subsystem isn't as bare bones as most

people think it is ...

Officially, 110 calls are supported, with support for libraries, although I don't know if DLLs

are supported; it seems to be static linking only.
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So applications in the POSIX sandbox are and get case sensitivity, and must be run on NTFS

partitions. 

This isn't actually enforced (I've test it), but I didn't notice it was case sensitive enabled. You

also have to reconfigure some ACLs ...

The documentation talks about disabling traverse checking, although I don't think that's a

hard and fast requirement ...
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And here we get the limitations: 

- No network access (defined as NFS) 

- No printing 

- No access to the Win32 API 

Oof ...

and we've reached the end of the documentation ... like beyond this is just some notes. 

*half-assed doesn't even being to describe this*

- I just released the book for anyone else who wants to take a look, I think I need to load up

NT 3.1 next ...

Microsoft Windows NT resource kit : Free Download, Borrow, and Stre…
3 v. : 23 cm. +

https://archive.org/details/microsoftwindows0001unse/page/746/mode/2up

Actually, a better question is, did the POSIX subsystem change from NT 3.1 to 2000? 

(the last version that included it out of the box) 

XP replaced it with Services for UNIX, although it was fundamentally the same thing. I also

wonder if you could run POSIX binaries in SFU ...
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Well the Windows 2000 Resource Kit book doesn't document anything. Let me grab the

actual Resource Kit and see if anything significant changed ...

Well, at first glance, it doesn't, but I cracked open the README and uh ... 

cc.exe *was* a wrapper around cl ... This requires more investigation ...

Well, it looks like the "cc" wrapper has a bunch of GNU stuff, but that was there before. 

GCC used to have *some* support for the POSIX environment, there's a defined i386|alpha-

winnt triplex for it, but I've never heard of someone using it ..

The NT 4 resource kit book does in-fact still have a section on POSIX compatibility, but I'm

not seeing anything different.
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this amuses me ...

Yeah this is 100% the same, the only difference is the removal of a screenshot, and some

slight changes to account for the Explorer based UI.
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Going to take a bit of a break, and watch Lashmark's most recent GT:NH video (

https://www.youtube.com/embed/oOrhaP1NvlQ

) before digging back in. 

I'm writing the script in tandem with the research.

Ok, back to the grind, 86Box has an Apple Silicon port and since I don't really want to get ont

he desktop, this works. The trick is now divining the correct setup for NT 3.1.

https://www.youtube.com/embed/oOrhaP1NvlQ
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Let's see if we can install; getting NT 3.1 installed is a major crapshoot, and I'm not sure if

this media set is good.

Ok, this is promising ...
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Interesting, on a blank drive, the option to format to HPFS isn't provided. I could install to

FAT and convert though. No point though.

HPFS is mostly meant from OS/2 upgrades I think.

I know using 86box is more accurate, but man, I miss it completing instantly :)
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Well *it found the CD* which is the usual failure point. 

The real question now is if it will blow up in the graphical install, which means this is a bad

TXTSETUP copy of the disk.

I have to admit, I really do like the old 3.1 ascetic

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FgSkWZcWYAEppEn.jpg
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Well, it sees the NE2000 card ... one of the big things is this version of NT doesn't have

proper TCP/IP support, so this is very questionable on how useful it really is ...

Yeah that's what I was afraid of, this is the corrupted media set.  

OS2 Museum has a write up on this issue. There's a fairly sneaky way to get around it:

https://www.os2museum.com/wp/bad-ntas-iso/
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The problem is to install on Pentium+, you need to patch a file on the CD, and then either

install from the HDD, or reburn the disc. This works fine for network and HDD installs, but

falls over on clean installs. 

The trick is to install from DOS, and manually copy files over.

... I'm having trouble getting into BIOS to change the settings cause its a Mac ... stand by :)

Some fiddling later (I just deleted the nvram file)

One quick format later. 

Now I can use the Windows 98 boot disk to copy the CD over (I didn't want to risk getting a

FAT32 system)
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Cool, the SCSI drive showed up on the first try. That makes life much easier ...

Copying files ...

Lets do this ...
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Attempt 3 or 4: I forgot how fiddly this is. You need a boot sector on the drive (aka, I need to

run sys c: or format with /s), and I might need the setup specific boot floppy, and not just

give it /x :P

Ok, fine, we'll make a boot floppy ...

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FgSrLuXXEAAnque.jpg
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ARGH, *IT HAS TO BE FORMATTED*. 

WHY CAN'T YOU DO THIS?!

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FgSryrvX0AAHk6y.jpg


Just take the damn

and choke on it :P 

Ugh ... the things I do for content ...

Home
Build an online photography website that showcases your work the way you want
with Format. Start your free trial today. No credit card and no strings.

http://format.com

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FgSsFayXEAAe9CC.jpg
http://format.com/
http://format.com/


Let there be boot disk ...

Ok, that seems to have done the trick ...

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FgSsSu3WAAETGjt.jpg
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Let's go, NT 3.1 Advanced Server is installing!

so on NT 3.1, there's no TCP/IP support listed in Network Settings ...

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FgStpKNX0AEylMb.jpg
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Instead you have to add it as a separate protocol, and it's not well integrated. I haven't

actually tried to do much with it, but there's a fairly length section in the resource kit about

it.

Installing TCP/IP automatically installs the STREAMS environment and NetBIOS over

TCP/IP however. So in theory, this should be able to talk to SMB file servers that support

LANMAN mode.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FgSuFXWX0AAAqmQ.jpg
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No DHCP support (hasn't been invented yet). I don't think WINS exists either, given it has

an option right there to import LMHOSTS.

Oh ... I forgot about this. NT 3.1 Advanced Server *must* be in a domain. You can't have it

freestanding. That came later ...

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FgSumfXX0Ac0kfJ.jpg
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anyway, we're through setup, and the drive gets converted to NTFS on the first reboot ...

Let there be advanced server!

Doing some script writing about the install process. Cursed sentence follows: 

"[MIPS] considerably better behaved than the x86 version, albeit with a distinct lack of

software add-on software." 

I am honestly debating just installing it in QEMU and saving myself headache

Anyway, back to script writing, FIPS-151-1 actually includes the text of the POSIX.1-1988

specification it seems, and that's freely available from NIST:

https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/Legacy/FIPS/fipspub151-1.pdf 

I'm not actually sure if NT is certified to 1988 or 1990 versions, but they're not very different.
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I love the idea of the POSIX standards group holding a WeirdNIX contest, especially "Most

Demented", and I will put this in the video. By any chance, is there ANYONE on my feed who

might have had first hand experience with this? 

(please RT for visibility)

I'm thumbing through the specification now, since you know, before I throw daggers at 90s

Microsoft, I'm actually curious what they were on the hook to provide. 

It's so far pretty much what you'd expect ...

Well, here's fork(), the thing that Win32 *doesn't* have, and POSIX does, as well as being

the reason why running configure on Cygwin (or MSYS) is an exercise in patience. 

(if you value your sanity, don't look at how cygwin does fork())

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FgTHbktWIAE9SJU.jpg
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Let me install Visual C++ 2.0 real quick. I just want to confirm that POSIX support was not

included out of the box. You need the full SDK on NT 4, but I didn't try it on this version.

Uhhhhh .... 

... what ...

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FgTOP4iWYAMst5Y.jpg
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FgTObJIWIAAzrcH.jpg


Apparently it's only for NT 3.5?! 

... what the hell was the NT 3.1 development tool then?

Ok, there's apparently a Visual C++ 1.0 for NT which is 32-bit. Thank you random

commenter on Winworld for pointing that out. 

Wikipedia rather notably doesn't make this clear:

Microsoft Visual C++ - Wikipedia

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microsoft_Visual_C%2B%2B

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FgTOrfUX0AIGFnP.png
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Oh, incidentally, since it came up in a reply, there was a copy of VC++ for Macintosh, I

actually do have a copy and the physical disc of it. Have a screenshot of some cursed

compilers. 

If this gets enough likes, I'll spend a day installing and documenting it more.

The disk actually has a ISO9660 and HFS partition on it, and I'm not certain if there's an

actually good dump of this disk in existence, so I'm running it through @TinkeringDaemon's

aaru to get the whole thing preserved.

@TinkeringDaemon aaru says its a single session disk, which is similar to what I've seen

from other MS Macintosh hybrids. The existing ISOs are probably fine as is, but I'll make

sure this gets preserved properly.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FgTTF6dXEAA0YYw.png
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@TinkeringDaemon Ok, back to the original topic, it's usually worth thumbing through the

README on these things ...

So this is an important note, there was a specific Win32 SDK with its own cl386 compiler

(which was also used on OS/2). 

I've seen this in pre-release copies of NT 3.1, but I should also look in the freestanding SDK

to see if that compiler was there.

https://twitter.com/TinkeringDaemon
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Interesting, MFC wasn't officially support on MIPS ...

Ah, there's the reason. 

No Visual C++ for MIPS. There were special "Visual C++ for RISC Editions", that could be

used, but apparently those didn't exist yet; you just had the command line tools.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FgTZ-3hXwAADAb5.jpg
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FgTaJmaWIAEKa3P.jpg


Interesting, the README actually talks a fair bit about using non MSVC compilers, and

porting it. DEC Alpha support wasn't long off at that point, and there was a MFC port to

Macintosh as well ... 

You could even get MFC to build under winelib if you really liked pain ...

Anyway, let's go ...

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FgTaoJLXgAELmYe.jpg
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Well, that's pretty much what I expected. This is identical to the 16-bit VC++. Let me see if it

can generate a POSIX binary directly. I suspect not, but let me rule it out ...

Yeah I'm going to go with "it can't" ...

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FgTbxqsXkAEH92G.jpg
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FgTcBFUX0AETil5.jpg


There's no option to set the necessary SUBSYSTEM flags, I haven't checked yet, but the

necessary files are likely also missing ...

Ok, so this is the Win32 SDK disk referenced. It actually has a full copy of NT 3.1 on it, a copy

of the C compiler for MIPS and i386 *and* the POSIX headers. 

So yeah, Visual C++ never supported building POSIX binaries. Good to know.

There should actually be a later edition of this disc or an update, which has DEC Alpha

support (NT 3.1 was originally released with MIPS and x86, a re-release added DEC Alpha),

but I suspect that's been lost to time.

so uh, I just looked at when I started on this thread, and I've been at this for 8 hours ... WTF

... 

*how* ...

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FgTcU2gWQAIfhS1.jpg
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Anyway, if you've enjoyed this thus far, consider supporting me on Ko-Fi (ko-

fi.com/ncommander), or Patreon (

) ... 

I'm mulling if I want to work on this more today ...

NCommander is creating retrocomputing videos | Patreon
Become a patron of NCommander today: Get access to exclusive content and
experiences on the world’s largest membership platform for artists and creators.

https://patreon.com/ncommander

Alright, I think I want to start by summarizing the technical points going forward: 

"It’s here we start needing to get into the technical nitty gritty, and more specifically, let’s

talk about what an application on NT really is."

The next question is, how deep do I want to touch on OS/2 support ... it's somewhat easier to

demostrate than most but that's a deep rabbit hole.

"Internally, the core of Windows NT, its kernel, has its own defined programming interface

and methodology, and it is possible to write programs that use this Native API using the

driver development kit" 

I fear I might end up doing a Hello World native mode application ...

So yeah, I think I'm going to end up doing this, mostly because I really want to demonstrate

just how different these things are ...

https://ko-fi.com/ncommander
https://patreon.com/ncommander
https://patreon.com/ncommander


So, looking at the PE specification, it does define a OS/2 value, even though OS/2 never used

PE. This might have been a leftover for NT OS/2, but I do wonder if you could actually

compile a 32-bit binary that uses the OS/2 text mode API ...

OS/2 does actually have some support for 32-bit code in text mode, but the API is very

clearly unfinished and abandoned. the 2ine project, investigated this awhile ago, very cool

project: https://www.patreon.com/posts/project-2ine-16513790 

(Patreon post, but the article is freely available)

At this point, starting to write up about the Windows NT Resource Kit and software

development kits ... 

*the deep dive is deep ...*

Alright, let's do a bit more research as I script write, let's install the NT resource kit on 3.1 ...

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FgWm6LeXkAgBBgc.png
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This is about as bare bones as it gets ...

That installs a lot of things ...

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FgW0kSiX0AIHwq4.jpg
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The documentation states we need to disable Traverse checking. I'm not actually sure if this

is truly needed, or just needed to make the POSIX environment actually compliant ...

That's easy enough ... *please don't hose my install*

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FgW1Q2EXgAA2pvg.jpg
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Resource kit binaries, I think I just need to add these to the PATH ...

Cute problem, it doesn't appear there's a UI for editing the system PATH in NT 3.1 ... I think

I need to go to the registry for this >.>;
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what the hell Microsoft ... *sigh* ...

So, NT 3.1 doesn't have regedit. Instead we have rededt32 which is uh ... nowhere near as

nice. Time to go hunting ...
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Do you trust the user?

Well, I didn't brick it!
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Partial success?

Hrm ... the path mapping doesn't work anywhere how I'd expect and *of course this isn't

documented* ...
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God this is surreal. POSIX applications are case sensitive(!) ... wait ...

... so it needs to be "LS.EXE" to work ... 

That's ... *what* ... 

I knew this was half baked but that's *impressively bad*
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... mom, come pick me up, I'm scared ....

So, in this screenshot 

- you can see NT users are mapped into POSIX 

- you can have filenames with differing case 

- for shit to work with ksh, it needs to be allow lower case. Honestly, I might write a patch for

this ...
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Seeing this in fileman is cursed. Properly cursed. I haven't even talked about that CC.EXE ...

Some renaming later ... 

(I should probably link these to /bin)
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Well *find works*

We also have make. It appears to be BSD make of some sort ...
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... so what's the TERM for Windows NT? 

(I think I need to look at the termcap databsae for this. Microsoft actually did ship it, I just

need to look it up)

https://groups.google.com/g/comp.os.ms-windows.nt.misc/c/qNffK6UEVac/m/4Frq-

Ms_FIYJ - omg, someone actually documented it. There's a knowledge base article (long

gone), but someone in 1994 copy and pasted it FOR THIS MOMENT

Ok, so that's the TERMCAP file setup, need to figure out the rest. I don't know if I want to set

TMP, cause there are windows programs that care about that ...
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so maybe something like this?

Not having a lot of luck ... I probably have the TERMCAP entry messed up though ...
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It appears whitespace actually matters, more fiddling required ...

Oh *that's cool*. BSD vi running on NT on the POSIX subsystem.
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So since Microsoft actually shipped the source code to KSH in the resource kit, I can actually

see /etc/profile *is loaded*; that's the proper place to shove these variables. 

Interesting the date code is from '92.

So I suppose I should install a toolchain but honestly, I have enough bits that ...

*theoretically* ... configure should run ... 

It's still using *MSVC 1.0* as a compiler ... but I mean ... maybe?
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I think this is the first time I've *ever* used pax for its intended purpose ...

Fortunate favors the brave ...
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... *wow* ... 

That's a failure mode *I didn't expect* ...

Trying to figure out if /dev/null is actually in the POSIX.1 standard or not ...

So I made a fake /dev/null, and well, it gets a bit further ...
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Incidentally, I have successfully looked into the bit bin and it looked back ...

I'm debating right now if I am really ready to deal with the madness going further would

require. There's seemingly nothing specifically stopping me from getting to the point I could

run a configure script ... 

That said, I'm thinking I might want to move to NT 4, better MSVC ...

So GNU sed 1.16 from 1993 is actually surprisingly simple, and its configure script is very

short. It's pretty much two files, I could hand compile this if needed. That probably would be

enough?

Let me install the devtools, it's time :)
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Installer goes brrr ....

Let there be compiler ...
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Hello world test ...

It seems to hang ...

So it appears I need to have DEVSVR running on the NT side to handle path conversion and

shit. Of course its not documented at all, and the debug messages are commented out ... 

*screaming intensifies* 

No wonder Microsoft just made makefiles for everything ...
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How this works is *literally possessed*. the cc wrapper writes a file for devsvr, which is a

daemon running on the NT side, runs it through cl386 and ... 

like ... 

*screaming intensifies*

DEVSVR doesn't even do anything intellegent, it just waits every 5 seconds! 

(I still can't get it to work but WTF)
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Make sure your POSIX and NT TMP variables agree with each other, but this is ... 

like *wow* ...

Well, the only problem is it can't find its runtime library now ... "progress" ...
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So, I can build the POSIX environment from the Windows side properly, so I have

MSTOOLS setup properly. Why is the devsvr wrapper unhappy ...

That required code patches *and far too much effort* ...
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Actually building real software is still a challenge ...

Wait, I think I realized the problem, I think I need the environment variables set on the sh

terminal, not in devsvr ...

With *a lot of pain*, I managed to build sed ...
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Well running a configure script just hangs now, and terminal output is so slow with -x its

impressively bad ...

So I let configure just run for awhile and well ...
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Ok, just for shits and giggles, I tried a much older version of "hello" from 1993, and

shockingly, the configure script did start ...

It didn't get far though ... by and large, we're not going to be running much of anything >.>;

How I summed this up in the script thus far "After doing so, you’ll end up with something

semi-resembling a UNIX system."
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Feelings on just getting it working: 

"I wish to say it gets better but we’re still got a way to go before we hit peak abomination,

since … sigh … I need to show you how to compile stuff with it. After all, that was the entire

point."

Script just broke the 9 page mark. On average, each page is about 3 minutes of VO, so ...

yeah, this is going to be *a video* ...

I think I found my vibe for the next two sections: 

"What you’re about to see is an exercise in spite ..."

Yeah, I'm def. throwing some daggers here 

"[...] it’s not only possible to implement POSIX support on top of the Win32 programming

interface, it works far better than anything Microsoft shipped. Let me introduce you all to

Cygwin."

We're probably at about 40 minutes of runtime, but I still need to add two sections, and I

need to do the "project" part, which is likely going to be trying to get rogue or nethack

running on both this, NT/mips, and NT/powerpc.
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• • •

Ok, so once again, I've been at this for another 8 hours, so its time to do something else. If

you've enjoyed this content, feel free to drop something in the tip jar: ko-

fi.com/ncommander

https://ko-fi.com/ncommander

